Copler Software Development Experience
At a Glance

TOOLS FOR MANAGING A REMOTE TEAM
The main aim of Copler’s trainers is to prepare A-class tech leaders, improved version of remote
developers. In order to achieve it, they apply cutting-edge technologies and progressive tools created for
efficient remote collaboration. These tools were handpicked as the most on target and performant and
put to good use they simplify the process of manpower training and streamline collaboration between
teammates.

It is hard to find a software developer who has no idea about this place. Here
devs share code of their open source software and efficiently pull together
different projects. Other useful options of this host include simplicity of working
on personal projects and possibility of utilizing someone else’s code with needed
changes.
GitHub can be useful as a tool for supervising all adjustments of the repository,
thus you can hold in check all work that has been made.
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COMMUNICATION &
COLLABORATION

PROJECT &
TASK MANAGEMENT

JIRA Software is built for every member of your software team to plan,
track, and release great software.
This fully-fledged, multipurpose tool can hit the spot of many requirements
as users may take an advantage of certain form of the tool. Management of
projects, troubleshooting, tracking bugs and many other useful options are
offered by this tools and every department of the company can use it in a
different way, making it an inevitable part of efficient work of the whole
enterprise.
Another important point about Jira is that it has many add-ons that make it
even more performant for the project of any size.

Brilliant and the most functional tool that allows focusing all means for
communication in one place: this fully-fledged tool tracks Skype, emails and
texting with a possibility of segmenting and channeling.
Slack is a Good Fit for dispersed development teams as it enables the talker to
create the necessary amount of channels, that all or particular team members
can see.
What is more important, GitHub, Trello cooperate with Slack.

This platform is ideal for sharing information between members of teams so any
teammate with access to the Internet will get access to the files stored in the
database of the project. It is not just storage of useful documentation and
information, as Confluence is also used as extranet for teams.

This task management task has well-thought-out navigation and userfriendly management and will catch fancy of post-in notes admirers. It is
the best way to visualize all projects and performers.
The tool looks like a whiteboard and you can create one for every project.
With help of such good layout it is clear from the first sight where help is
needed so dev teams efficiently use it. With help of tool’s notification
system all works will be done in time as anyone will know the changes of
the project status and when it is time to join teamwork. Participants are
able to add comments and upload documents to the projects.
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FILE SHARING

Ready to Grow Your Tech Team?
Resource usability of Dropbox deserves the highest possible praise as here
simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. The set of tools and features of this
service is duly appreciated by everyone who has to work with great amounts
of files and information. Plus, this cross-platform service allows working with
files on the go from any web-connected handheld device. Integration to PC
also guarantees that the user will be able to access files without the Internet
connection.

Know more why Copler gives you access to
the best software engineers to meet your
needs and exceed your expectations.

GET STARTED ->
This free tool is a must to people who work in teams as it is convenient,
efficient and allows working in close rapport with teammates simultaneously.
Add here integration with other Google services and you will receive one of
the best tools for file sharing ever.
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